
 

 
SAVINGS 
£10.7m*  

 

 
POST 

CLOSURES 
110-125 

 

 
SUMMARY 

RELATED PROPOSALS 

WALES 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

♦ Whilst peak TV and radio content will face efficiency targets, 
we have attempted to prioritise this content as far as possible 
to maintain audience impact.   

 
♦ We will reduce the number of off-peak programmes broadcast 

on both Radio Wales and Radio Cymru over the five year 
period. This will include a decrease of around a quarter in 
feature programming on both services and a slight reduction in 
Radio Cymru broadcast hours.  

 
♦ We will increasingly focus our sports rights investment on those 

events that provide greatest value and impact for audiences. 
 

♦ We will reduce the number of programmes shown on BBC Two 
Wales - particularly outside peak hours - in order to safeguard 
investment on BBC One Wales. This will include ending the 
current Wednesday afternoon edition of “am:pm” broadcast on 
BBC Two Wales. 
 
 

 

 
♦ BBC Wales will reduce its overall spend by 16% over the next five 

years. 
 
♦ We aim to reduce non-content costs by approximately 25% over the 

period.  
 
♦ As a result, we expect budget reductions across programming and 

content areas to average 10% between 2013 and 2017 (approximately 
half through scope cuts and half through productivity gains).  

 
♦ We will safeguard the quality of our daily news services across all 

services - with no reduction in hours and a lower efficiency target than 
other content areas.  

 
♦ The proposals are expected to result in between 110-125 post 

closures over the next five years.  

 
 

♦ Reflecting Welsh life and matters of interest to our audiences in Wales lie at the heart of BBC Cymru Wales’ role as a national 
broadcaster. BBC Cymru Wales’ aim is to help build and sustain a rich and vibrant public space for Wales through high quality and 
distinctive programmes and services. 

 
♦ BBC Wales faces a budget reduction of 16% over the next five years.  

 
♦ In order to protect our strong performance in Wales, we have decided to protect content spend as far possible and to seek deeper 

savings from BBC overhead costs and in our support departments. The bulk of the reduction in programmes will happen at times when 
fewer viewers and listeners are available.  

 
♦ We will maintain all current daily news output across all services and BBC Wales’ daily news services will have a reduced efficiency 

target – recognising the importance of this output to audiences. 
 

♦ We will launch a new HD version of BBC One Wales by the end of 2012 and extend FM coverage of Radio Wales later this year. 
 
 

(This brief relates to content made specifically for audiences in Wales and does not include network productions, Welsh language 
programming for S4C, or the BBC National Orchestra for Wales) 

 

 

♦ Our radio services will continue to showcase new Welsh, 
music, invest in drama and comedy, and commission 
weekly arts programmes. 

 
♦ Our comprehensive coverage of major sporting and cultural 

events will be maintained including the National Eisteddfod 
and Royal Welsh Show and coverage of live domestic 
rugby.   
 

♦ We will appoint new specialist correspondents to cover 
Economics and Culture and strengthen our daily politics 
reporting team. Overall, we will protect current investment 
in political coverage and our current affairs series Week in 
Week Out.  

 
 
 

FINANCIAL AND OTHER INFORMATION 

ENSURING BBC WALES IS FIT FOR THE FUTURE 

♦ We will launch BBC One Wales in HD in 2012 across all 
platforms. BBC Two Wales will be maintained in SD. 

 
♦ We will increase the FM coverage of BBC Radio Wales 

enabling a potential 200,000 extra listeners in south-east Wales 
to listen to the station on FM for the first time. 
 

• We will launch a Wales edition of bbc.co.uk which will integrate 
UK and Welsh content seamlessly, with an option for a Welsh 
language edition. The main BBC homepage will be the first site 
to launch a 'nations edition' later this year. 
 

 

* Savings shown are based on estimated 2016/2017 figures 


